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On a hot summer day in May, a lecture room at Hope University in Liverpool was
filled with curious hearts who were anxious to find out what an ex-BBC
journalist, William Horsley, had to say about Japan’s concept of perfection.
The talk was held on Saturday 22nd May, before the Society’s AGM and was
well-attended. Mr. Horsley was a senior BBC foreign correspondent, and is now
Chairman of the UK section of Association of European Journalists. He has spent
over 10 years as a TV and Radio reporter covering Japan, China and other parts
of Asia. His 45-minute talk, entitled "Japan's unique concept of perfection: a
nation's defining virtue and its crucial flaw" was followed by an enthusiastic
question and answer session. All the participants enjoyed sharing Mr. Horsley’s
sharp insight into the Japanese political system. For those who missed his talk,
a short summary of his lecture will be posted in the next issue of the Newsletter.
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聞かせて！日本の話

How was it?

Member’s Experience in Japan
Our editor managed to interview a prominent professor of Physics, Dr. Ian Munro, who actually was one of the
founding members of JSNW. Read here his remarkable and very personal story.
Miyahara, Koide, among others. All of this early group and
others were able to attend a reunion with me in July 2009
in the Gakushi Kaikan (the central residence hall for the
Imperial Universities of Japan, including Tokyo University;
a place where many academics choose to get married!)
As our careers progressed Prof Inokuchi and I established
a number of Major collaborations between Japan and the
UK; in particular the Memorandum of Understanding of
1985, which was signed by the then Ministers for Science
in Japan and the UK and which led to a close working
arrangement between staff and students from Daresbury
Ian relaxing with his Welsh Border Collies at Little Hill

Laboratory and those of IMS in Okazaki for a period of over
1
20 years. Many scientists brought their wives and children

Farm.

from Japan to UK and vice versa leading to long-standing

Ian Munro is one of our founder members who drew up the
first JSNW Constitution and has a long standing connection
with Japan. Now Emeritus professor of Physics at Manches-

friendships. Prof Watanabe even brought his 80 year old
parents to stay in Chester for two weeks.
1
A full collaborative agreement was signed also between TIT

Daresbury Research Laboratory and the original instigator

(Tokyo Institute of Technology) and UMIST (now University
2
of Manchester) and another between Daresbury Laboratory

of the SRS (synchrotron radiation source,) which closed

and SPring 8 in Hyogo Prefecture (the biggest synchrotron

recently after 30 years of operation, £400m, 7000 publica-

radiation source in the world which cost £4bn! The Direc-

tions with one user being given the Nobel prize in chemis-

tor Prof Kamitsubo from JAERI is another member from the

try in 1997.

old Tokyo Physics group, who came to the reunion. This

ter and Honorary Prof at Aberdeen, Ian was Director of

Ian has spent many periods from months to years, in
Okazaki, Aichi Prefecture, Japan, during the 1970s, 80s,

collaboration is still active being run by my former student,
Prof Hasnain at Liverpool University.

and 90s as Professor of Molecular Sciences with research
groups in IMS (Institute for Molecular Sciences) and also at
the SPring 8 Research Institute in Hyogo Prefecture near
Kobe. The following is Ian’s recollection of his time in
Japan and the trip he made in July 2009, in his own words.
''My first Connection with Japan was in the early 1960s
when I became friendly with Hiroo Inokuchi, who was
completing a Ph. D. in Chemistry at Nottingham. He would
later become Director General of all three research Institutes in Okazaki and recently retired as Head of the Japan
space Institute. Following an early visit to Japan in 1960s I
stayed for one month in 1973, mainly visiting the ISSP
(Institute for Solid State Physics) based in Tanashi, a suburb of Tokyo close to Roppongi. Tokyo was quite different
in the late 1960s to what you see now.
It was a great honour then to meet and work with the world
class scientists of the 60s and 70s from the departments
of chemistry and physics at the University of Tokyo;
including Profs Sasaki, Watanabe, Sato, Ishii, Susuki, Huke,
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The x-ray beamlines and experimental stations on UVSOR
2, the Japanese synchrotron radiation source, at IMS in
Okazaki, Aichi, which is being used to discover and
understand the properties of new nano-materials . 2
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Following several weeks in intensive care with Caroline
sleeping on the floor beside me (Japanese style), also doing
all washing and some cooking (again Japanese wife style),
and then a long spell in 'rehabilitation' to overcome my
partial paralysis and visual deficits I was allowed back
home in Okazaki. I really missed the cockroach racing
across the ward corridor, and also the endless removal of
fish bones with my chopsticks!
Eventually we had to cancel my contract at IMS, to leave the
house and sell the car, every aspect of which was assisted
by Yoshi, Urisu san, Shobatake san, Watanabe san, Domae
san and all my very special friends from the Denver bar.
With a tearful departure from Okazaki bus station to
Nagoya airport I returned home to the farm in England.

Re-union in beautiful Naruto, Shikoku. Left to right (front)
Mrs and Prof Matsukawa, Prof and Mrs Munro.(rear) Profs
Naoe, Murata, Watanabe, Fukui.

It has since taken more than eleven years to recuperate; no
driving being allowed for ten years! After two failed
attempts to return to Japan, I finally made it for a one-

During the 90s, many of my friends celebrated their retire-

week grand reunion tour in July 2009, based on Nagoya

ment to begin new lives at the age of 60! HOWEVER! at my

(whose airport is the most convenient for Okazaki). After

own retirement, because of my great love of Japan and

touring our old haunts in Nagoya, we went to Kobe to meet

respect for their lifestyle and research opportunities, I

some of the science group, led by Prof Murata who is the

eventually decided to leave the UK and retire to Japan,
starting with a three year research contract at IMS! Caroline, my wife, had retired from Social Services and we went
to Japan as aliens in 1997. We soon had our own house and
car and with so many friendships from the previous 20
years, many generated via the Denver Bar we soon settled
down, me to work and both of us to explore the whole of
Japan. We helped at a farm for the handicapped (in Shimojomura), Caroline gave lectures on 'English' and 'Social
work with the elderly' and attempted to learn doll making
and Ikebana (with varying degrees of enthusiasm and suc-

4

cess.)
As all Japanese scientists have to be able to read, speak
and write in English, the pressure on me to read and write
Japanese was, sadly, rather low. Nevertheless I was on the
Science Council for SPring 8 and writing reviews on science
in Japan whilst doing research using UVSOR-1 at IMS. We
were also able to bring to Japan several of our six children
and one or two of our thirteen grandchildren to stay with
us and enjoy Japan.
THEN!! In the late summer of 1998 while having lunch in
Yuki's cafe I had a massive brain haemorrhage. After
Caroline had discovered my plight, an eight-hour craniotomy operation was scheduled following the arrival of the
anaesthetist from Tokyo together with a supply of blood
donors; my research team volunteered as well as some
staff from IMS! My very good luck was that IMS is next door
to the Institute for basic biology which itself is neighbour
to Okazaki City Hospital, who specialise in brain surgery!!
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The world famous tidal eddy (whirlpool) at Naruto.
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the hill near Mishima Lodge. (Did you know that Okazaki
is famous for its fireworks which were made there for
opening of Statue of Liberty?) We had a final visit to the
home of Urisu san, my closest colleague, to have a meal
with his wife Ritsuko and meet their two chibi [small] dogs.
Finally to Tokyo for a very grand dinner in the Gakushi
Kaikan; the Headquarters of the Imperial Universities of
Japan with twelve professors of chemistry and Physics,
where we were particularly honoured because Watanabe
san had brought his very first grand child, Yoko chan, a
delightful two month-old girl to meet us. Then back to
Nagoya, to Singapore and Manchester.
These scientific and personal links will continue for a

Yoshi Homma in his bar. The Denver bar is in downtown

number of years as I am now editing a new book on

Okazaki close to the river, frequented by local business

Synchrotron Radiation Physics by Watanabe and Sato. Then

men and some scientists from IMS. Ians' bottle of Laph-

I shall have to go back again soon to Japan to continue this

roig whisky (centre) has been kept there since 1985 when

forty-year old relationship.”

Ian attended Yoshi's wedding; this whisky was last tasted
in July 2009.
President of the University of Education in Shikoku. We all
stayed in an Onsen close to the Akashi bridge, visited the
earthquake museum and then toured Shikoku via Takamatsu to the town of Naruto where we hired a boat to view
and sail over the fantastic Naruto uzu--or whirlpool,
caused by the swirling tide of South China Sea over submerged rocks--it looks amazing on the web! and is unbelievable on the boat!
Then from Kobe we went back to Okazaki for a late night
party in the Denver Bar with business men at one end of
the bar and the research scientists at the other end. This
was followed by a viewing of the annual three-hour fire-

Final meeting at entrance to the University of Education

work festival in Okazaki in the pouring-but warm, rain; all

in Shikoku, July 2009.

viewed from the flat roof of the research labs at the top of

Report on AGM
This year’s AGM was held on Saturday 22nd May, after William
Horsley’s talk.
The Treasurer reported that the Society’s finances were

The New JSNW Committee
Kevin Howes (Chairman)

healthy and acknowledged David Woolf for auditing the

Angela Davies (Vice Chairman)

accounts.

Sandra McFarlane (Treasurer)

The Membership Secretary reported that the number of

Graham Worth (Membership Secretary)

members had slightly decreased, because some of those

Tim Evans (Secretary)

members who joined at the last Japan Day did not renew.

Nigel Cordon (Events Co-ordinator)

A total of 10 members were nominated for the Committee,

Yuko Howes (Newsletter Editor)

and all 10 were elected. The new Committee met immediately

Robert Bierman

after the AGM to elect Officers and to make other

Joan Horley

appointments. Thank you to all those who attended!
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Future Events (visit our website for details)
Calderstones Park in Liverpool where we have been given
Saturday 17th July, 7:00 pm

permission to carry out the demonstration work and where

Venue: Samsi In Manchester

we will have the use of the renovated 'Barn' for the talk.

Contact: Yuko Howes (editor@jsnw.org.uk)

Please bring your secateurs!

Come join the crowd for casual conversation and
networking. You can even try your Japanese conversation
skills with native speakers if you want! You are welcome to
bring some friends. The more the merrier!

Date: Sunday 17th October, 2010
Venue: Midland Hotel, Manchester
Mark your calendar now for our next Japan Day in October

Saturday 24th July, 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm

in Manchester! An exciting

Venue: Walkden Garden, Sale

line-up of 30 exhibitors and

Contact: Nigel Cordon (events@jsnw.org.uk)

demonstrators await you. You

We are planning a 'hands on' sushi making day. Everybody

will be spoilt for choice at our

can come and make sushi. We will provide the ingredients

Japan Day: Would you like to

and the sushi mats. Bring your own knife and apron and

try on Yukata, watch various

chopping board. We will have the event at Walkden Gar-

martial art groups demon-

dens so we can go and have a look around the Japanese

strate, listen to Taiko drum-

Garden there, after the event (and before it). Price to be

ming,

determined once we have a full list of ingredients. We are

Japanese stuff? This time, we will have plenty of sushi and

aiming for £5 to £8 for members. Entry to the garden is

warm Japanese food for sale, as well as Japanese sweets

free. Bring a packed lunch.

and snacks, so you can spend a whole day at our Japan

or

enjoy

shopping

Day. There will be also various workshops of Japanese arts
and crafts for you to watch and participate in.
August, Date TBA

Also, don’t forget to get some raffle tickets, as the top

Venue: Etsu Restaurant, Liverpool

prize for this year is a pair of Finnair tickets to Japan.

Contact: Angela Davies (angela@jsnw.org.uk)

See you there!

Angela’s popular event at Etsu restaurant. Don’t miss it!

JSNW Japan Day is sponsored by:

Saturday 4th September, 10:30 am - 3:30 pm
Venue: Calderstones Park, Liverpool
Contact: Nigel Cordon (events@jsnw.org.uk)
We are delighted to welcome again Professor Masao Fukuhara, senior lecturer at the Osaka University of Arts, and
renowned designer and creator of traditional Japanese
gardens throughout the world.
He will give a talk and a practical demonstration on how to
prune trees and bushes the Japanese way. We are fortunate
also to be able to hold this event in the Japanese garden at

Editor’s Comment

Yuko Howes

編集後記

Our thanks go to Ian Munro, who was kind enough to share his very special personal story with us.
Also, I’m sure you enjoyed Rita Robinson’s story which described her endless passion toward
Japanese dolls. She will be one of our exhibitors at our Japan Day. As our Japan Day draws near, our
Committee is getting busier. We will try our best to make the Japan Day a memorable one, so please
come and share the excitement! If you have your own story to share, please contact
Kevin Howes, Ian Munro, Rita Robinson, Yuko Howes

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK
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Tell me more!

もっと 知 りたい！

6

Japan Day In-Depth
In this issue, Rita Robinson will take you to a fascinating world of Japanese dolls. Not only does she have a large
collection of various Japanese dolls, but also she has learned to make them herself. She will be exhibiting her doll
collection at Japan Day in October. I hope reading this article will help you appreciate them more.
I've been a member of the Japan Society North West for

artistic life creating art work for kimonos. She then started

more than five years. I have displayed my dolls at all 'Japan

producing her own Japanese study art work of wonderfully

Day' events since becoming a member. My first 'Japan Day'

accurate and detailed geisha in elaborated designed kimo-

was held in Lymm September 2005 where a small selec-

nos. This was more than 20 years ago and she still amazes

tion of my collection was on show. Each year I change the

me with her work. I'm very lucky to own a number of

display to reflect the development of my collection and to

limited eddition serigraph pieces and prints of this very

hopefully widen the appeal to the interested public.

talented artist.

A variety of dolls have been a part of Japanese society for

As I mentioned previously my first Japanese doll was

many hundreds of years. Differences in the products used

bought about 20 years ago by my mother as a birthday

and the huge variety in the visual appearances give each

gift. This doll typifies the style of Japanese doll (ningyo)

doll their uniqueness that continues to fascinate my inter-

that is mostly associated with how a Japanese lady would

est.

be

Around the peak of the Heian period, several types of dolls

dressed

regarding

kimono

and

hair

ornaments

(kanzashi).

had already been defined. Girls played with dolls and doll
houses, mothers made protective dolls for their children or
grandchildren and in religious ceremonies dolls took on
the sins of a person whom they had touched. Dolls continued to develop over the centuries, depicting members of
the Imperial Court, warriors and heroes, fairy-tale characters, gods and (rarely) demons. Characters in daily Japanese life continued to add to the variety of dolls that
represented the many facets of Japans unique culture. For
more detailed information on the history of traditional
Japanese

dolls,

please

refer

to

this

website:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_traditional_dolls

Hina dolls

I'm sure you will find the information fascinating and

From research I found the kimono style changed over the

understand why I find the

centuries in the way it was worn. Other factors such as

subject interesting. I'm also

seasonal change, differences in occasions and the status

sure that you will then real-

of the lady also determined the colour of the kimono, how

ize how many doll types

it was worn and the way the obi was tied.

there are. When my interest

Information given to me by the helpful staff from the

of Japanese dolls first started

Japanese Embassy in London enabled my doll collection to

I only thought there was one

grow over a period of time. I was able to purchase dolls

type which was in the style of

from Kyugetsu Doll Company in Tokyo depicting ladies of

the first Japanese doll I was

Japan. A beautiful Heian princess was the first doll, then a

given as a gift over twenty

stunningly detailed bride doll followed by an autumn

years ago.
My passion for Japanese doll
collection began as an off-

dancer and a female dressed like a Samurai.
Copyright Haruyo Morita

shoot from my love of oriental art. I first admired the
fabulously colourful and intricate Chinese embroideries
when I was a young girl. From there I was fascinated by art
work and embroidery of the Japanese kimono. I came
across a Japanese artist, Haruyo Morita, who began her

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK

Over the years my knowledge increased and I was able to
distinguish if the doll was an import from China, the type
of doll and its condition regarding age. I became more
selective of the dolls I obtained as I needed to balance the
collection with samurai dolls and my new interest of Kimekomi dolls which added a new dimension to the collection.
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I came across Kimekomi dolls for the first time during my

My next stage of development is to be given professional

trip to Japan in March 2009. It took me to places I had

training from one of the main Japanese doll making cen-

wanted to see for so long. My Japanese adventure started

tres. This I hope to achieve over the next year or so.

in Tokyo. I had hoped to visit the Tokyo based Kyugetsu
Doll Company but given time constraints this will have to
wait till my next visit. I was however able to see a "Girls
Day" Hina Matsuri display (special, beautiful dolls which

My latest interest is to create a traditional style of Japanese
dressed female using the contemporary BJD (Ball Jointed
Doll). This type of Japanese doll can be very realistic-

are replicas of an ancient emperor and empress and their
subordinates) that had been set up in the hotel. 'Girls Day'

My new found ability to

is on the third of March each year, but they usually leave

surf the net brought more

the display till the end of March.

interesting dolls to my
collection, I was not only

We visited many fascinating places of interest. We traveled

able to read about Japa-

to Matsue to see "Buke Yashiki," a former samurai resi-

nese Oiran or tayû ladies

dence. There were many rooms to this establishment with

who were considered the

one room dedicated to a number of very old and beautiful

highest rank of courtesan

dolls. Unfortunately none were for sale (as if I could have

in the Edo period but I

afford them if they were!). I was hoping to find a doll in

could now own this most

Kyoto to bring back home to add to my collection. Wander-

beautiful

ing in and out of shops I came across a store that sold

depicted this mysterious

kimekomi doll kits. I thought I would be purchasing a

legendary lady.

doll

that

geisha to make but this handsome samurai caught my eye
and I knew that would be the doll I'd be taking home to
make. (He was the 3rd kimekomi I have made and is now

looking and is based more on the anime aesthetic. They

added to my collection.)

are made of polyurethane resin and are highly customiza-

One of my ambitions for many years was to make a
Japanese doll but for this I would need to go to Kyugetsu
doll school or another place for the teaching of doll making
in Japan, which I was prepared to do. I became very
interested in Kimekomi dolls because of the way they were

ble. This doll would take on a modern twist that has the
look of traditional Japanese lady wearing a hand-made
kimono and have a modern appearance. I relish this challenge and hope to have one on display for the next Japan
day in October.

made as it could be made from kimekomi doll kit. But first

The JSNW's Japan Day is drawing closer and I'm sorting

I had to learn the craft. This ambition was fulfilled in May

which dolls to display along with the kimekomi dolls I have

2009 when I completed a week's course in the art of

made and dolls I have restored. Hopefully my new doll

kimekomi doll making in the UK. After the course I was

project will be ready for display. I look forward to your

able to make the kimekomi samurai doll kit I purchased in

questions when you visit my display area at the October

Kyoto when I visited Japan in March 2009. I'm now on my

show.

fifth doll and even though its hard work it's very rewarding.
(see three of my kimekomi dolls below)

3rd doll

5th doll

1st doll
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Focus on Members
Once again, it’s time to focus on members. If you haven’t been covered in this column, please come out to our
events! The questions asked are the same as before: 1. When did you become a member? 2. Why or how did you
become a member? 3. Any request to the Society for future events?

1. The end of November 2009. 2. I learned Japanese in the past, about 10 to 12 years ago, and I
went to Japan last year, so I thought it would be
a good idea to join the Society. I had never been
to Japan till then, but my cousin went to Japan
last year with his wife, and he told me how
wonderful it was, so I finally decided to go. 3. I’m
quite happy with what you’ve offered so far.

1. Today. 2. Last year I was in
Sendai, and I just came back last
week. I found this Society on
internet and thought it would be
a good idea to join to keep practicing Japanese and learn more
about Japan. I went to Japan as a
missionary. [His story was in the
last Newsletter.] 3. I really like
Studio Gibili films, so some kind of film-viewing events.

1. Today. 2. I just came
to the UK this January,
and it’s hard to meet
Japanese
people.
I
wanted to meet more
Japanese people. 3. I
can’t think of it yet.

1. Today. 2. I’m interested in Japan,
Japanese language, and culture, so I
wanted to meet more people with same
interest and Japanese people. I didn’t use
to have any interest in Japan until I met
this Japanese girl in London for language
exchange. I was learning Italian then.
After I met her, I started studying Japanese language. I also do Judo, and I want to visit Japan. It is an
amazing difference in cultures. I love their spirit and values.
They are so different. 3. I like an event like conversation evening
to just socialize.

1. Today. 2. I went to Japan 9
years ago for two weeks on
holiday for the first time,
because I was learning Ikido,
and I wanted to see the Dojo.
While I was there, I fell in love
with their culture. How clean
it was, and how polite the
people were. When I came back, I decided to study Japanese. I went to Japan four years ago also, and climbed up
Mt. Fuji. One day, I want to be able to speak Japanese
fluently. I’m going to Japan this July for 4 weeks. 3. I like
conversation evenings, as I like practicing Japanese.

1. Today. 2. Just after university, I travelled for two years. I
stayed in Australia for a year,
where I met many Japanese
people and made friends. So I
went to Japan also to visit
them. After I came back to the
UK, I went to Japan in 2008 on JET program for a year. I
joined the Society because I just wanted to maintain the
connection. 3. Not specifically, but I want to be able to speak
Japanese and meet more interesting people. Everybody who
decided to move their own country is very interesting.

1. A week ago. 2. I studied Japanese in
the past, and was quite interested in
Japanese culture and people. I spent a
little time in Japan three years ago. I
stayed at my Japanese friend’s house.
But recently I haven’t got time to study,
so I thought if I meet like-minded people, I might be able to start again. My
interest in Japan began with Japanese
technologies, because I am an engineer.
3. Conversation evening is great to
meet new people.
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1. November 2009
2. I moved to the UK from the
States and joined JSNW to
make new friends that have
an interest in Japan. Through
JSNW I've met some really
great Japanese friends that
also share the experience of
making the UK their new
home. I'd also love to meet up with some fellow JET
alums to reminisce about our JET days.
3. I really enjoy the monthly speaking club.
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